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Your Light Matters

Did you know that you and I are actually made of stardust?... I mean, for real? If you 
think about it, at the beginning of the Universe, there was only this pure energy, this 
incredible light that exploded into millions and trillions of stars... and that's where we 
come from, this "energy that creates worlds"... There isn't a single particle in the whole 
Universe, not one single cell in your body that doesn't come from this light, this creative 
light, and from the stars that were born from it. So when I say that there is amazing, 
beautiful and powerful light nestled at the very core of you... I really, truly mean it.

In our lives and in the world at large, there are clouds and sometimes even storms 
that can make it hard to see and feel our light, to believe in it, and to believe that it can 
make a difference. Especially when you’re an ar tist and a sensitive soul (and if you’re 
anything like me, I’m guessing that you are!)

But the truth is, your light matters today more than EVER, and your ART 
matters more than ever. Because the world needs artists to show up, step into 
the light and express the incredible beauty that lives within each and every one 
of us, no matter what.

You have a completely unique light inside of you, your own special kind of fairy-dust! 
And making ar t is the best way I know to make your light visible, tangible, to share it 
with others, and find so much joy in the process.

This is exactly what my online ar t class Layers of Light is about, and this is also why I 
decided to create this free workshop: my hope is that by sharing my light with you, you 
will feel inspired to seek yours and allow it to shine with renewed confidence, 
brighter than ever!

http://www.lalymille.com/layersoflight
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The Light Seeker’s Map:

4 steps to awaken your creative spark

For centuries, ar tists have been on a quest for light. And to me, it all begins with a 
journey inward. Learning techniques to express it, is of course super important, but to 
me, this is not the first step...

Because your light is already there, always has been, deep within your soul. 
And if you take the time to get to know it better, I promise it will make a huge 
difference in the way you approach your art, and your life.

Making ar t is a journey of discovery and you can think of your inner light as your True 
North Star, ready to guide you, every step of the way.

Now of course, I can't give you a ready-made map because that journey is uniquely 
yours... I have no idea what YOUR landscape and YOUR path look like, but what I know 
for sure is that it's a journey of discovery, towards your truest self, and your truest ar t.

So what I'd like to do, if you're up for it, is share some of the "steps" that have helped 
me find my way as an ar tist, so you can star t creating your own unique map.

I teach about these steps (and a few more) in Layers of Light, with a painting project for 
each, and they have been really helpful to my students, so I think you're going to love them!

http://www.lalymille.com/layersoflight
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Step 1:

Your Natural Light

Because this is a journey inward, let’s star t with the "outer layer" I want to invite you to 
start paying more attention to the light around you.

Make it a habit to notice the different qualities of light in your own surroundings: in your 
home, your neighborhood, your garden if you have one, your work-place and of course 
in nature.

To do that, let’s start by taking a walk! Walking is a super important part of my 
creative life: I love to feel the connection to the earth with every step I take. I walk 
slowly, I wander, I take the time to breathe, notice, give thanks and just open up to 
inspiration. And I pay attention to the light around me. 

Depending on the hour, the weather, the season, light changes all the time and never 
ceases to amaze me: dew drops on grass and spiderwebs, the warm rays of the sun 
filtering through the trees, the play of light and shadow on the ground and the buildings, 
a misty meadow or the sparkly reflections on the river…

Sometimes I take my camera with me to capture those magical discoveries and bring 
them back to my creative space.

When you pay attention to the light around you, you start to get an idea of the 
ways it resonates with you. There will be qualities of light you love more than 
others. Some will stir something deep within you, as if your inner light was 
reflected in your outer life.

And this is great information for your ar t-making process!

http://www.lalymille.com/layersoflight
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CREATIVE EXPLORATIONS:

✩ OPEN YOUR EYES ✩

Step outside for half an hour, take a walk and see what comes up. You can take your 
camera if you like to record what you find and maybe use it later as inspiration. You 
don’t need to go anywhere fancy. You don’t need to go to a park or a forest or the 
country. Light is everywhere, even in the most ordinary and familiar places. So this is 
your chance to change the way you look at your world!

You can write down your thoughts, impressions and any new idea that shows up below:

The other morning it was around 5am and I was cozy in my bed… 
I looked outside and there was this incredible foggy mist that was 
hovering so beautifully.  I just HAD to go out and photograph this 
magical morning so I ran outside with my camera…..still in my 
pyjamas may I add and I drove around my small town taking photos.  
It really was magical.  The light of that morning was something out of 
a movie and the town was just waking up so it was very still.  I am so 
happy that I chose to run outside that morning!!

PETRA HRZIWNATZKI - Layers of Light Contributing Artist

http://www.lalymille.com/layersoflight
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✩ YOUR CREATIVE LANGUAGE ✩

Below are a few words that all relate to light. Quickly and intuitively circle the words 
that most resonate with you:

shiny     glowy     uplifting     bright     opalescent     diamond     luminous 

glittering     star     mysterious     sparkly     sunrise     soft     fairy-dust     dawn    

light-filled     clear     halo     golden     heavenly     misty     sun     blurry   crystal 

firelight    warm     translucent     fairy-lights    haze     dreamy     sunny     dusk         

glorious     amber     strong     cloudy     moon     golden hour     silver     twinkle         

iridescent     sunset     white     sharp     divine     veiled     illuminate     ethereal          

If any other words show up for you intuitively, add them here:

Narrow down your list to the 3 words that you love most:

Do they express a similar "vibe" or do they evoke different sensations? Take the time to 
close your eyes, breathe and really feel how each of these resonates within you. You can 
journal about the feelings and images that arise.

Now, what is your ONE favorite word among them, the one that FEELS best to you:

Wonderful! From now on, in your daily life, pay attention to the different 
qualities of light and notice when your favorite light shows up! Every time 

you notice it, pause, take a deep breath and smile...

My favourite light by far is firelight. When I visualize a 'happy place' it 
is nearly always a campfire. In a space where I can't have a fire, I light 
candles whenever I can. Fire and candlelight soften the energy of the 
humans who surround them. Where there is fire or candlelight, people 
gather. Stories are told. Breath is held. People stare into the flames and 
get lost in thought. The space feels sacred and holy. 

MEGHAN GENGE - Layers of Light Contributing Artist

http://www.lalymille.com/layersoflight
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Step 2

Dance with the shadows

If you star t paying more attention to light, you'll soon notice that it is inseparable from 
shadow! And it's the combination of the two that creates so much beauty.

A landscape that has hills and valleys, golden fields and dark forests is so much more 
interesting than a flat land. And the same is true of your creative life: every journey has 
its ups and downs, its joys and obstacles. This is what contrast is all about and this is the 
next layer I invite you to explore.

Just like life, the creative process has its ebb and flow. Once you understand it and 
accept it, you can approach it with a little bit of lightness!

Sometimes, and especially as ar tists, we can be so full of doubt, guilt and frustration. 
Resistance and procrastination show up yet again. We get stuck and all of a sudden we 
feel like we'll never get back on track, like we are not worthy or talented. Life throws 
challenges at us and we get sad and angry and discouraged.

And that is all OK. This is just life.

When you find ways to be OK with it, when you stop pushing against it and 
you do your best to trust your light and stay focused on it, it will be a complete 
game-changer.

Now there are lots of little tricks that you can use to do that and for instance in my 
paintings, I love to work my way up from shadow to light. Healing. Forgiving. Softly and 
lovingly speaking to the shadows, giving them some space to be expressed. Not denying 
them or battling against them. Seeing them for what they are. And at the same time 

http://www.lalymille.com/layersoflight
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being super clear that they are not the whole story. That I  am not *choosing* them. 
As much as they sometimes want to, they are not in the driver's seat.

So I keep working until I know that shining a light on them has done its work, and it 
often gives bir th to the most light-filled and soothing ar t. Because the healing has 
actually happened during the creation of the piece, it becomes anchored in it, 
allowing it to convey this soothing energy to others who will see it.

✩ CREATIVE PLAY ✩

Take a large, white piece of paper (watercolor is good), some black India ink, a 
paintbrush and some water. Play with the water and the ink without thinking too much. 
Add water to some areas then let a few droplets of ink fall into it.

• Take the time to breathe, be fully present and just observe the way the ink diffuses in 
the water, the play of light and dark, and every shade of grey.

• Notice what areas you like best, what kind of contrast most appeals to you? Is it the 
strong contrast of black and white? Or the more subtle areas? Is it the bold lines or the 
little splatters? How can you use this information in your art?

Evening light, the sun setting and  the world sighing off the day's 
weight, it gives me a sense of trust in the cycle of things, in the ability 
to hold what we must hold. And then, the dark light of night. There is a 
gratitude in me for the lack of light, for the times to rest from all that 
we hold. It is what makes the day of light, and beauty, something we 
can truly cherish each day. 

JESSICA BROGAN - Layers of Light Contributing Artist

http://www.lalymille.com/layersoflight
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Step 3

A touch of light

Making ar t, and viewing ar t, is about so much more than just "seeing". It involves all the 
senses and especially touch!

I believe that texture is an essential part of ar t, especially because of the ways it plays 
with light: it can be gritty or smooth, matte or glossy, light or heavy… And the magic 
of light is that we can feel this texture without even touching it, just by looking it, just 
because of the way that light is reflected on it.

In my studio, I love to surround myself with objects and images that all have a particular 
feel to me: feathers, ceramics, yarn, silk ribbon, egg shells, wire... And playing with texture 
is one of my favorite things in ar t: I love to build up layers of paper through collage, 
carve into encaustic wax, feel the smoothness of wet plaster that turns hard and gritty as 
it dries, add fiber elements to my paintings and push into paper clay to create a figure...

I love to combine a whole variety of techniques to create ar tworks that have a very 
tactile quality. And when I exhibit my art, I can't help smiling whenever I see visitors 
come really close to a piece, and catch themselves just in time as their fingers intuitively 
move towards the yummy surface...

The textures and materials that I am very drawn to for collaging 
and layering are thin papers like tissue and rice papers. I also love 
Mulberry paper and papers from Nepal. These papers let plenty of light 
in and can add a luminous quality to a work of art.

ROXANNE EVANS STOUT - Layers of Light Contributing Artist

http://www.lalymille.com/layersoflight
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The meditative process of refining the texture of the plaster very 
intentionally or honing it to a smooth surface immediately calms any 
sense of concern that I don’t know where to take the painting next. No 
color exists in the piece yet but still there feels like a sense of place, 
an invitation to respond with what impulse comes next. The natural 
minerals in the plaster receive and reflect the light in a subtle, soft way 
that is so different from equally white paper or gessoed canvas.

STEPHANIE LEE - Layers of Light Contributing Artist

✩ INVITE INSPIRATION ✩

• Without overthinking, grab a few of your favorite objects and take a moment to close 
your eyes and actually FEEL them. What do they feel like? What sensations are the 
most pleasing or interesting to you?

• Then open your eyes and look at them. Notice all the ways that light is reflected on 
them, and the shadows it creates.

• Arrange some of them in your creative space, plus maybe some images that evoke a 
texture you find inspiring. How could you incorporate similar textures in your art? What 
new techniques could you try?...

http://www.lalymille.com/layersoflight
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Step 4

Let your story shine

Light is a symbol of truth. Your light is the deep knowing of who you really 
are. And your story is a part of that truth. I don't necessarily mean the story of the life 
you have lived so far, but a deeper story that lives within you like a buried treasure... A 
timeless story that could begin with "Once upon a time," like a fairy tale.

Fairy tales are one of my favorite things in the world and many of them are, at 
their core, a quest for light. They have dark episodes followed by magic and fairy 
dust, they are journeys of growth and discovery and they are all about heroes stepping 
into the light.

Another thing I love about fairy tales is symbols. They are a language that speaks directly 
to the soul, like short-cuts to your truth and guides on your path. We all have personal 
symbols that show up for us again and again, if we pay attention. Some of mine are 
old keys, butterflies... and eggs! I share all my favorite symbols in one of the lessons of 
Layers of Light, where we create a whole series of paintings on this theme. 

Light is very important to my story. I use metaphors of light and 
darkness a great deal in sharing the memories and experiences of 
my past adversities. These metaphors evoke certain feelings in us all, 
tying to the age-old ideas we all have about the meaning of light and 
darkness. Climbing out of the pit, falling into darkness, walking into 
the light, the power of hope, all of these stories need the element of light 
to exist. Whether it’s through use of literal lighting or through light 
and dark aspects of the image's composition, it’s a crucial part of how I 
express my inner world. 

SARAH TREANOR - Layers of Light Contributing Artist

http://www.lalymille.com/layersoflight
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✩ INVITE INSPIRATION ✩

• If you think about it, is there a particular tale that has really touched you? What is 
the first one that comes to mind? It can be a story you have loved as a child or one you 
discovered more recently. It can be from a book or a movie. Or it can be several stories 
that share a common thread.

• In this story, what resonates with you so deeply? What is your favorite part of the 
story and how does it echo your story?

• Who is the character you identify with the most? In what ways do you resemble each 
other? How does she or he step into the light?…

• What are your most meaningful symbols? Do you often incorporate them with in your 
art? What stories and messages do they have for you?...

http://www.lalymille.com/layersoflight
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Your own unique

LIGHT

Your creative light is completely unique to YOU.

You have your own unique combination of favorite textures, contrast, techniques, colors, 
stories, emotions, symbols, memories... Nobody else will ever have the same beautiful mix 
of inspiration and magic as you! And that's a wonderful, powerful foundation for your art.

What I've shared here are just a few of the steps you can take to explore your world, 
create your map, forge your path and navigate your own unique journey as an ar tist. 

I wish you to keep walking, keep exploring, keep trusting and keep creating, 
because your light matters, and only you can shine it.

http://www.lalymille.com/layersoflight
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I'm Laly Mille

Artist & creative guide 

I walk my artist’s path in bare feet with my face toward the starry sky. I create 
from a place of lightness, ease and not-so-ordinary magic. I find joy and a sense 
of true purpose in not only bringing beauty into this world through the art that 
I make, but also in nurturing the creative longings of others.

Through my art and teachings, I invite you to connect to that deep place that 
resides within you and is simultaneously in every one of us—that inner knowing 
of the soul which you can’t put into words but feel is more true than anything 
else you know.

I'm the creator of Layers of Light, a luminous online art class which has touched 
the souls of hundreds of artists from all over the world, gently nudging them to 
follow their inner light and let it shine through unique, meaningful art.

I'm also a published artist and certified creativity coach. I teach art both online to 
students around the globe, and locally in my little town in western France, where 
not a day goes by that I’m not inspired by the sheer beauty of my surroundings.

Thank you for joining me on this journey

Light & Love

http://www.lalymille.com/layersoflight

